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About This Game

Hacker Evolution is a hacking simulation game, featuring unparalleled graphics and features.
You play the role of a former intelligence agent, specializing in computer security. When a chain of events sets off worldwide,

leaving critical service disabled, you assume the role a computer hacker to find out what happened and attempt to stop it.
When a stock market, a central bank, satellite uplink and transoceanic fiber optics links crash, you know this is more then a

simple event. Something big is behind all this, and you have to figure out what is it.
You hack into computers, look for exploits and information, steal money to buy hardware upgrades in an attempt to put all the

pieces of a big puzzle together.

Set in a virtual operating system environment, the game is packed with all the features required to bring the hacker feeling and
experience to every gamer.

The concept behind Hacker Evolution is to create a game that challenges the gamer's intelligence, attention and focus, creating a
captivating mind game. Solve puzzles, examine code and bits of information, to help you achieve your objectives.

Key features:

Modding capability to allow the creation of custom levels
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The included mod editor, allows you to create new game levels easily

Multiple interface skins

Complex levels and gameplay to guarantee the best experience

Optional freelance jobs to offer more variety

Complex command console with over 20 commands and tools
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This is a game where you need to use both hands. It should be simple but certainly not for me.

Lovely art style and a simple premise that you can control wood and want to make a sandwich.
The music fits in well and the sounds do their job nicely

You can summon 4 types of wood to help you on your travels and off you go

Certainly recommended if you like the physical dexterity challenge of controlling two characters simultaneously.
. Amazing pack of DLCs for an amazing game. The new helicopters and different crates work beautifully with the new
slingloading system and gives a lot more freedom to mapmakers for insertion\/extraction or support during missions. The new
weapons and wookie-suits are quite nice too, but the real star in this pack is obviously the go-carts and the very hard but
manageable time trials!. One of the few games that got me excited since greenlight and now that I finally manage to play it...it
exceede my expectations.The game its everything that a indie game should be...its perfect for relaxing at the end of a hard day
and the retro style of the game bring back memories of a old school gamer.The cartoon style of the art work it fit perfectly with
the game and the story its interesting and captivating.The combo feature of the gameplay is pretty cool and its pretty different
and uniqe from the other adventure action type games.Looking forward to finish the game and hopefully to see a sequel.. game
has microstutters because it has uncapped fps and runs at 200-500+ fps for no reason
items are occasionally wrongly labeled or mislabeled
bad map

1/4. I Told some guy to suck on my left testicle. One of the coolest VR titles I've experienced! You pilot a space ship through
star systems to reach your destination. In order to get there, you'll need to discover and extract resources from planets in a star
system using two reusable probes that dock inside your ship while maintaining a steady supply of juice on your ship's battery.
The probes have fuel that must be replenished after missions along with various parts that can be upgraded to more efficient
parts that may be unlocked. The replay value blows the price out of the water, and I would be the biggest liar in the galaxy if I
said this game isn't fun.. This was pretty bad. It took this long to put out something of no value? May as well have just added
more RNG floors to the forest.. For one of the older routes, it actually has more detailed, interesting and beautiful scenery than
many newer UK countryside routes. The dockside part is unique from any other route, and the engines included are good as
well.. A gold standard in the 4X genre for infinitely scaling universes and ships. UI is very minimal but it works really well.
Excellent starship design, great tech tree without being overwhelming. Get the Galactic Armoury mod!
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This 172 add-on feels old and outdated. The stall characteristics are laughable. The climb rate at 76 knots at sea level is well
over 1,000 feet per minute at standard atmospheric conditions in the sim, but the real world plane will only give you
approximately 750 feet per minute. Don't use this for training. Just skip it and get something like the Alabeo C177 Cardinal,
you'll like it better.. A visually adept game, with a lot of play value, and simple controls.
Top game. Definitely get it, specially if it is on sale. It would be great if there were additional stages.

P.S -- If you are going to run the game on a GNU+Linux distro, you may stumble upon a bug like I did when initializing the
game. The devs should have already implemented a fix.
However, the workaround is very simple and posted in the 'discussions' section on the Steam community page for the game..
This review's not about the game as such, but the fact I can't even play it. I get to the new profile screen and the OK button (or
whatever it is) isn't visible on the limited screen.
I recommend people not waste there time downloading this.. This is my favorite thing on the Vive for sure. Perfect art program,
feels very natural and as close to writing in real life as possible. Playing online with people and creating art together is great. I
hope all you left handed artists come back and change your reviews now that they quickly added support.. When I bought this
game as it was released it had still alot of bugs and I was very unhappy
Now I played it completely with a few mods and I encountered only very few bugs, but mostly bugs of mods.

The story is good so is the game now. Do not expect gfx as you know from major brands, this game is developed by 2 very
skilled guys but only two men.

I like it very much and can recommend everyone to play especially if you like the classic game.. Boring.. Dumb story.. strange
setup.. 4 of 10... NICE arcade based game its woth the
2 pound! and i love the scorboads
SO COMMMPETOTIVE!. You gotta love this unique ship, some say its pay to play, for me its method of play is so unique its
more like an add-on that introduces a new dynamic. Buy it and learn to use it.
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